
220  Establishing Obstetric Anesthesiology Practice Guidelines in the  
Republic of Armenia: A Global Health Collaboration

High-income countries have promoted a culture of patient safety in part through development of clinical practice 
guidelines that may not be applicable to low- and middle-income countries’ settings due to differences in provider 
availability, training, infrastructure, and resources. Anesthesia care in low- and middle-income countries is associated 
with higher-than-expected perioperative mortality rates, especially with general anesthesia and intubation, in both 
obstetric and nonobstetric procedures. General anesthesia was the most commonly used anesthetic for cesarean 
delivery in the Republic of Armenia before an obstetric anesthesia training program. Over the course of a multiyear 
educational collaboration with an invited multinational team of physicians, Armenian anesthesiologists increased the 

use of neuraxial anesthesia for cesarean delivery, both within and outside the capital city of Yerevan, increased the use of epidural labor analgesia 
within the capital city, and established national obstetric anesthesia practice guidelines. (Summary: M. J. Avram. Illustration: A. Johnson, Vivo 
Visuals.)

241  Left Lateral Table Tilt for Elective Cesarean Delivery under Spinal Anesthesia 
Has No Effect on Neonatal Acid–base Status: A Randomized Controlled Trial

Current recommendations for full-term women undergoing cesarean delivery include maintenance of left lateral tilt for 
uterine displacement until delivery, which is based on the premise that the supine position will cause aortocaval compres-
sion, maternal hypotension, and fetal compromise. The hypothesis tested was that maternal position would not affect 
neonatal acid–base status during elective cesarean delivery under spinal anesthesia with a phenylephrine infusion to 
maintain baseline systolic blood pressure. One hundred women were randomized to 15° left table tilt or supine horizontal 
position. There was no difference between groups in the primary outcome, mean umbilical artery base excess. There 
were also no differences between groups in umbilical artery pH, umbilical vein base excess or pH, or Apgar scores. 

Current recommendations on maternal positioning during cesarean delivery under spinal anesthesia may not be necessary when maternal systolic 
blood pressure is maintained with a phenylephrine infusion. See the accompanying Editorial View on  page 212. (Summary: M. J. Avram. Image:  
F. Hage/J. P. Rathmell.)

272  Validation of Innovative Techniques for Monitoring Nociception during 
General Anesthesia: A Clinical Study Using Tetanic and Intracutaneous 
Electrical Stimulation

Intraoperative opioid dose is titrated in response to nocifensive movements and clinical signs of stress-induced activa-
tion of the sympathetic nervous system. The nociceptive response to standardized tetanic and intracutaneous electrical 
stimulations measured by three different analgesia monitoring systems, Analgesia Nociception Index (heart rate vari-
ability), Surgical Pleth Index (photoplethysmography), and pupillary dilatation, were compared to those measured by 
heart rate, mean arterial blood pressure, nocifensive movements, and Bispectral Index under standardized conditions at 
increasing remifentanil concentrations. The Analgesia Nociception Index, Surgical Pleth Index, and pupillary dilatation 

were better at detecting strictly standardized painful stimuli in 37 male patients sedated with propofol at all analgesic levels than were clinical signs 
and Bispectral Index. The nociceptive responses measured by Analgesia Nociception Index, Surgical Pleth Index, and pupillary dilatation as well as 
heart rate and mean arterial pressure correlated with opioid infusion rate. (Summary: M. J. Avram. Illustration: Original to article.)

338  Extubation Success Prediction in a Multicentric Cohort of Patients with 
Severe Brain Injury

The extubation decision process is challenging in patients with severe brain injury because both extubation failure 
and delayed extubation are common in these patients, increasing morbidity and mortality. In a prospective observa-
tional cohort study conducted to develop a clinical score predicting successful extubation in brain injury patients, 338 
(77.3%) of 437 consecutive patients with primary brain injury whose duration of mechanical ventilation had been at 
least 48 h were successfully extubated. The rate of extubation success after passing a spontaneous breathing trial 
was high in patients with brain injury who met at least three criteria on the VISAGE (visual pursuit, swallowing, age, 
Glasgow for extubation) score: age less than 40 yr, presence of visual pursuit, swallowing attempts, and Glasgow 

coma score more than 10. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was 0.75 (95% CI, 0.69 to 0.81). See the accompanying 
Editorial View on page 217. (Summary: M. J. Avram. Image: J. P. Rathmell.)
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411Innate Immune Dysfunction in
Trauma Patients: From
Pathophysiology to Treatment
(Clinical Concepts and
Commentary)
Recent insights into posttraumatic immune dysfunction
have defined new targets for immunointervention that
hold promise for improving outcomes in such critically ill
patients.

271High Intraoperative Inspired
Oxygen Does Not Increase
Postoperative Supplemental
Oxygen Requirements
High inspired oxygen may be reasonable in lower risk
surgery to improve wound oxygenation.

347Accuracy of Ultrasound-guided
Nerve Blocks of the Cervical
Zygapophysial Joints
Ultrasound imaging was an accurate technique for cervi-
cal zygapophysial joint nerve blocks in volunteers. See the
accompanying Editorial View on page 236.

353Estimation of the Contribution
of Norketamine to Ketamine-
induced Acute Pain Relief and
Neurocognitive Impairment in
Healthy Volunteers
Norketamine has an effect opposite to that of ketamine
on pain relief.

399Severe Emergence Agitation
after Myringotomy in a 3-yr-old
Child (Case Scenario)
Emergence agitation, the associated risk factors, and its
prevention and treatment are discussed.

243Factors Affecting Admission to Anesthesiology
Residency in the United States: Choosing the Future of
Our Specialty

The proportion of anesthesiology residents from U.S. medical schools has more than dou-
bled since 1995. This retrospective cohort study evaluated the 2010 and 2011 residency
applicants to determine the
factors associated with a suc-
cessful admission to resi-
dency training programs.
The sample represented 58%
of the total national applicant
pool; 66% of the applicants
successfully matched to anes-
thesiology.Theoddsforasuc-
cessful match were higher for
applicants from U.S. medical
schools, those with United
States Medical Licensing
Examination scores greater
than 210, younger appli-
cants, and females. Prior
graduate education or peer-
reviewed publications did not offer any advantage. This study suggests the potential for age
and gender bias in the selection process. See the accompanying Editorial View on page 230.

302What Factors Affect Intrapartum Maternal Temperature?
A Prospective Cohort Study: Maternal Intrapartum
Temperature

The cause of rises in intrapartum maternal temperature is not known. In this prospective
study of 81 women scheduled for labor induction, hourly oral temperatures were recorded
and analyzed based on race, body mass index, duration of labor, and time to epidural.
Overall, temperature rose in a significant linear trend over time. Positive temperature trends
were associated with significantly longer time from membrane rupture to delivery and higher
body mass index. Temperature slopes did not differ before compared with after epidural
analgesia. This study suggests that epidural analgesia alone does not increase the risk of high
temperatures in intrapartum women.

321Postoperative QT Interval Prolongation in Patients
Undergoing Noncardiac Surgery under General
Anesthesia

Electrocardiograms (ECG) can identify abnormal cardiac repolarization by observation of a
prolonged QT interval. QT interval prolongation is often caused by drugs and can result in
sudden cardiac death. In this ancillary study to the Vitamins in Nitrous Oxide trial, serial
postoperative 12-lead ECG were obtained from 469 patients undergoing major noncardiac
surgery under general anesthesia. Eighty percent of patients experienced a significant QT
interval prolongation, and approximately half had increases greater than 440 ms at the end of
surgery. One patient developed torsade de pointes. Drugs associated with prolonged QT
interval included isoflurane, methadone, ketorolac, cefoxitin, zosyn, unasyn, epinephrine,
ephedrine, and calcium. Although the exact cause of the association between perioperatively
administered drugs and QT interval prolongation is not known, further study is warranted to
determine the clinical relevance.
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284  Pupillometry-guided Intraoperative Remifentanil Administration versus  
Standard Practice Influences Opioid Use: A Randomized Study

Pupillary diameter under general anesthesia reflects the balance between nociception and antinociception rather 
than opioid effect on the pupil per se. The hypothesis that remifentanil administration guided by pupillary diameter 
measurement would result in a difference in total intraoperative remifentanil consumption compared with that guided 
by standard practice was tested in a randomized trial of 55 women presenting for elective major gynecological surgery 
who were anesthetized by propofol and remifentanil target-controlled infusions. The average intraoperative remifent-
anil dose was 3.8 μg · kg-1 · h-1 in the pupillometry group and 7.9 μg · kg-1 · h-1 in the standard practice group (median 
difference, 4.2 μg · kg-1 · h-1; 95% CI, 3.0 to 5.3 μg · kg-1 · h-1). The reduced intraoperative remifentanil dose in the 

pupillometry group was associated with lower postoperative morphine requirements during the 12 h after emergence. Pupillary diameter may be 
a relevant index to guide intraoperative analgesia. (Summary: M. J. Avram. Photo: J. P. Rathmell.)

250  Monitoring Anesthesia Care Delivery and Perioperative Mortality in Kenya 
Utilizing a Provider-driven Novel Data Collection Tool

Collection and reporting of perioperative outcome metrics are important first steps in the quality improvement 
cycle needed to help emerging health systems deliver safer surgery and anesthesia. A novel electronic data 
collection tool was designed and implemented to gather information on anesthesia, surgery, and periopera-
tive outcomes in a prospective, near real-time manner at Africa Inland Church Kijabe Hospital, a 285-bed, rural 
teaching hospital in Kenya that serves a catchment area of 45 million people. Perioperative data were col-
lected from 8,419 of 11,875 cases between January 2014 and September 2015; data capture rates improved to 
93% in the final quarter. Emergency surgery was associated with a higher perioperative mortality rate than elec-

tive cases and the perioperative mortality rates in orthopedic, general surgery, and neurosurgical cases were higher than those in cesar-
ean section, the most common procedure in low- and middle-income countries. See the accompanying Editorial View on page 215.  
(Summary: M. J. Avram. Illustration: J. P. Rathmell.)

372  Assessment of Behavioral Disruption in Rats with Abdominal Inflammation 
Using Visual Cue Titration and the Five-choice Serial-reaction Time Task

Progress has been made in understanding both sensory-discriminative and affective-motivational components of 
pain, but similar understanding of the influence of experimental pain stimuli on cognitive functions is lacking. The 
ability of acute abdominal pain induced in rats by intraperitoneal injection of dilute lactic acid to disrupt attention 
was assessed using an assay of sustained visual attention. The effects of morphine and ketoprofen on lactic acid–
induced impairment were then determined. The disruptive effects of the dissociative drug scopolamine on the assay 
alone and in conjunction with morphine and ketoprofen was assessed as a negative control for the relevance of pain. 
Acute abdominal inflammatory pain in rats induced cognitive disruptive effects on sustained visual attention that were 

reversed by clinically useful analgesics. The non-pain-related disruption of sustained attention produced by scopolamine was not affected by 
either ketoprofen or morphine. (Summary: M. J. Avram. Illustration: Modified from article.)

384  Operating Room Crisis Checklists and Emergency Manuals  
(Clinical Concepts and Commentary)

Checklists and other cognitive aids have long been used by high-risk industries, such as aviation, as tools to aid in 
crisis management. This Clinical Concepts and Commentary begins with an examination of how crew/crisis resource 
management evolved in aviation and the military before going on to describe the history of operating room crisis 
resource management and its influence on the development of operating room crisis checklists and emergency 
manuals. The roles of checklists, emergency manuals, and other cognitive aids in operating room crisis management 
are then discussed. The authors conclude with consideration of future directions, unanswered questions, and current 
efforts for clinical implementation including formation by leaders of multiple efforts to develop and implement cognitive 

aids of the Emergency Manuals Implementation Collaborative (EMIC) to publicly share resources and further research on effectiveness and how 
to best implement and use emergency manuals. (Summary: M. J. Avram. Illustration: Modified from article.)
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